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BEARING CAPACITY OF A COMPOSITE

ANNULAR PLATE WITH DIFFERENT FIXING

CONDITIONS, SITUATED UNDER THE ACTION

OF UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LOAD

Abstract

In the paper we solve a problem an definition of an ultimate load (bearing

capacity) for perfect rigidly plastic annular composite plates simply supported at

intermal and builtin at external edges and situated under the action of uniformly

distributed lateral load. It is shown that the plate’s surface is divided into five

annular zones, at each of these different plastic states are relaized. Static fields

of moments and kinematic fields of velocities of flexions are determined, the

equations for the unknown radii separating different plastic zones, and also the

equations for determining support reaction and ultimate load, are found.

Introduction 1. A system of loads at which for the first time plastic flow

arises in a body made of perfectly plastic material is called ultimate. Finding ul-

timate loads is the subject of the theory of ultimate equilibrium. Materials with

plastic properties are widely used in different fields of up to date engineering. At

present, composites occupy a special place among these materials. Thin-shelled

constructions made of such materials found wide application in cosmic and aviation

engineering, shipbuilding, machinebuilding, construction and etc. The problems on

determination of bearing capacity of such constructions are very urgent.

Ultimate state of flexural plates has been studied in numerous papers [1-6, 8].

Plastic behavior of composite materials and structural elements of these has been

studied not enough; here we note the papers [8-6, 10, 11], where bearing capacity of

round and annular plates made of fibrous composite material under different fixing

conditions, situated under the action of lateral uniform and non-uniform loads, are

researched.

Problem Statement. Let’s consider a plastic (tensionless) flexion of an annu-

lar composite plate occupiging the domain A ≤ R ≤ B, −H
2
≤ z ≤ H

2
, 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π

for axisymmetric load of intensity q = q (R) (fig.1), cylindric system of coordinates

R,ϕ, z, where z is a downwards directed axis, the plane Rϕ coincides with median

surface of the plate, and origin of coordinates coincides with the centers of concentric

contour circles. Assume that the load q is downwards directed and the thickness H

of the plate is constant. We’ll procced from the scheme of rigidly-plastic material.

Then the plate remains non-deformable till it achieves the ultimate load (character-

izing the bearing capacity). The composite consists of perfectly plastic matrix with

different yield points for compression σ0 and tension kσ0 where 0 ≤ k ≤ 1 made of

more strength perfectly plastic reinforcing thin fibers. Let S+
0i and S−0i = µiS

+
0i be

ultimate forces for fibers at tension and compressin, respectively; S+
0i = F+

i σ
+
0i,




